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Air Ministry Bulletin No. 5611

The following broadcast was given

in the Home News, at 6.15 p.m. tonight.

FIGHTER ATTACKS ON ENEMY SHIPPING BY A SQUADRON-LEADER

Our "speciality" are "Flak” ships, but we don’t despise mine-sweepers,

patrol vessels, transports, or, in fact, any kind of ship. Enemy
aircraft are only incidental - in fact, unless they come close enough, we

don’t shoot at them.

In the few weeks we've been attacking ships, our bag has been eleven enemy

ships definitely sunk, fifteen probably sunk and eighteen damaged.

We have a darn good time when we go on these shows of ours and

thoroughly enjoy ourselves.

A week or two ago we had a good day, or rather an exciting few

minutes, for these actions don’t last very long.

We crossed, the Channel at sea-level and swept up the coast of Ostend,

right into the mouth of the harbour where three or four small boats were

anchored. I gave orders to climb, and up we went to a thousand feet; then

wheeled for the attack. Down we raced with our guns blazing.

By this time the Germans were ready for us and they opened up a

terrific barrage, but fortunately without doing us any serious damage. The

last pilot who went in to attack saw that two of the vessels were ablaze

with their holds on fire.

Straightening out we found ourselves sweeping in towards the town.

One pilot noticed a gun-position firing at him so he opened fire again and

knocked the whole bag-of-tricks off the mole into the sea.

A few of us carried on right through Ostend and followed the main

canal until we reached the basin behind the town. There, to our joy, we

saw two Heinkel floatplanes on the water. Several of us attacked them and

it wasn’t long before they began to sink.

While all this was going on some Germans on the hangar roof, which at

one moment was above us, were firing down at us. But they didn’t have it

all their own way and as we turned our guns on them, you could see them

falling like ninepins.
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Well, after that we didn't waste any time. We swung round and headed

for home.

Later the film taken with our camera showed that when we left that

hangar, it was burning furiously.

Now, about this business of attacking ships. The firsttime you make a

flak ship get out of control is an experience you don’t easily forget.

Faced with bullets and cannon fire, spraying their decks at the rate of

thousands a minute, the crew of the "flak” ships let go everything and

scurry for shelter, or jump overboard. Left to its own devices, the ship

careers about until gradually it fills withwater and sinks.

Sometimes there are as many as fourteen ships protecting a 4,000 tons

transport. Very often our job is to silence the "flak" ships so that out

bombers can sink the main ship.

If you saw the newsreel shots taken by our Hurricanes you’ll already
have some idea of what this strafing of the "flak" ships is like.

There you are sitting in your Hurricane heading at a terrific speed
towards your target. You press the gun button. The result is instantaneous.

Shells and bullets shoot out, and as you approach, you watch them tear through
the sides or decks of the German ship. When you reach it you are at mast

height, and as you sweep over, the chances are that your machine may be blown

skyward by the force of the boilers exploding in the ship below you.

While all this is going on the German gunners are not idle and you are

flying through terrific anti-aircraft fire. It reminds you of a snowstorm

with the difference that the snowflakes hit you, but usually the "flak" doesn’t/

The Squadron Leader stated at the end of his talk that, on getting away

after an attack on harbours like Ostend or Flushing, they sometimes dodge very

low across the town, at times going right down the main street, flying with

the roof-tops on either side of them.
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